LUXURY KITCHEN SAVINGS EVENT
JULY 1 – DECEMBER 31, 2022
C U R A T E: A L U X U R Y K I T C H E N S A V I N G S E V E N T

CREATE YOUR APPLIANCE PACKAGE FROM 17 PRODUCT CATEGORIES AND GET UP TO $2800 IN INSTANT SAVINGS

Seize this opportunity to create a luxury suite you crave. This kitchen event delivers flexibility and choice without compromise with up to $2,800 in instant savings. See details inside.

CHOOSE:

2 + 2
ELIGIBLE STARTER OPTIONS + ADDITIONAL QUALIFYING PRODUCTS

GET $2,800 OFF
YOUR APPLIANCE PACKAGE

OR

CHOOSE:

1 + 1
ELIGIBLE STARTER OPTION + ADDITIONAL QUALIFYING PRODUCT

GET $1,400 OFF
YOUR APPLIANCE PACKAGE
**STEP 1:**
**CHOOSE FROM 1 OF 3 ELIGIBLE STARTER OPTIONS**

**OPTION A:**
Choose 1 Built-In Refrigerator
Or Any 2 Columns:

**BUILT-IN REFRIGERATORS**
- JF36NXFXDE
- JF42NXFXDE
- JS42NXFXDE
- JS48NXFXDE
- JS42PPDUDE

**COLUMN REFRIGERATORS**
- JBRFL241GX
- JBRFL301GX

**COLUMN FREEZERS**
- JBZFL181GX
- JBZFL241GX

**OPTION B:**
Choose 1 Range:

**PROFESSIONAL-STYLE RANGES**
- JDRP430H
- JGPR430H
- JDSP536H
- JGPR436H
- JDRP636H
- JGPR536H

**OPTION C:**
Choose 1 Cooktop And 1 Wall Oven:

**GAS COOKTOPS**
- JGC3115G
- JGC3215G
- JGC3530G
- JGC3536G
- JGC7530B

**ELECTRIC COOKTOPS**
- JEC3430H
- JEC3536H
- JEC4424K
- JEC4430K

**INDUCTION COOKTOPS**
- JIC4715G
- JIC4724H
- JIC4730H

**SMALL SPACE OVENS**
- JJW2424H

**SINGLED WALL OVENS**
- JJW2427L

**DOUBLE WALL OVENS**
- JJW2827L

**COMBINATION WALL OVENS**
- JM2427L
## Qualifying Models:
Choose from 17 product categories.

### Microwave Hood Combinations
- JMV8208C  
- JMV9196C

### Small Space Ovens
- JJW2424H  
- JJW6024H

### Built-in Microwave Ovens
- JMC6224H  
- JMC2427I  
- JMC2430I
- JMC2427L  
- JMC2430L

### Microwave Drawers
- JMDFS24J  
- JMDFS24H  
- JMDFS30H

### Warming Drawers
- JJD3024H  
- JWD3027E  
- JWD3030E
- JJD3027I  
- JJD3030I

### Ventilation Systems
- JVD0303G  
- JXD7030Y  
- JXW8536H
- JVI0636L  
- JXJ7036Y  
- JXW9030H
- JVR0430H  
- JXJ8536H  
- JXW9036H
- JVR0436H  
- JXL6536H  
- JXW9048H
- JVV0330L  
- JXU9130H  
- UVL5430JS
- JVV0630L  
- JXU9136H  
- UVL6036JS
- JVV0636L  
- JXW8530H  
- UVL6048JS

### French Door Refrigerators
- JFFCF72DK  
- JFFCC72EH

### Built-in Refrigerator Panels
- JBBFL36NH  
- JBSFS42NH  
- JKCHR302M
- JBBFR36NH  
- JBSFS48NH
- JBFFS36NH  
- JKCHL302M
- JBFFS42NH

### Column Refrigeration Panels
- JKCPL181G  
- JKCPR361G  
- COGNAC18L
- JKCPL241G  
- CARBON18L  
- COGNAC24L
- JKCPL301G  
- CARBON24L  
- COGNAC30L
- JKCPL361G  
- CARBON30L  
- CROC18L
- JKCPRI81G  
- CAVIAR18L  
- CROC24L
- JKCPRI241G  
- CAVIAR24L  
- CROC30L
- JKCPRI301G  
- CAVIAR30L

### Undercounter Refrigerators
- JUGFL242H  
- JURFL242H
- JUGFR242H  
- JURFR242H

### Ice Makers
- JUIFN15H  
- JUIFX15H

### Built-in Espresso/Coffee Systems
- JJB6424H

### Wine Cellars
- JUWFL242H  
- JUWFR242H

### Beverage Centers
- JUBFL242H  
- JUBFR242H

### Double Refrigerator Drawers
- JUCFP242H  
- JUDFP242H

### Dishwashers
- JDPSS244L  
- JDPSS245L  
- UDT518SAH
- JDPSS244L  
- JDPSS246L  
- UDT555SAH

### Trash Compactor
- TC607X

---

**Step 2:** Choose an additional *Qualifying* Product

**Get $1,400 in Instant Savings**
---

*Choose from 17 product categories.*
DISCOVER EXAMPLES OF ALL THE WAYS TO SAVE WITH THE CURATE PROMOTION

With the JennAir® Curate promotion, you can create a suite that suits your kitchen - from palatial residences to cozy cottages, high-rise penthouses and more. Explore a few examples of kitchens you can create with the JennAir® Curate promotion.

$2,800 IN SAVINGS
Craft an expansive space with a bold take on a professional chef's kitchen in the RISE™ Design Expression.

SAVINGS EQUAL TO A FREE PROFESSIONAL-STYLE HOOD

**STEP 1 MODELS:**
- JGRP548HL
- JBRFL30IGX
- JBZFR18IGX

**STEP 2 MODELS:**
- JXW9048HP
- JDPSS246LL

$1,400 IN SAVINGS
Create a seamless look in your kitchen with a professional-style range and sleek dishwasher.

**STEP 1 MODELS:**
- JGRP436HL

**STEP 2 MODELS:**
- JDPSC244LS

CREATE YOUR SUITE
The Curate Calculator guides you through building a customized kitchen while redeeming savings along the way.
*Offer only valid at participating JennAir brand retailers in the U.S.A. Receive instant credit deducted from the retail price at the time of purchase. Customer pays difference if retail price of appliance is greater than credit amount. Valid in-store only. Must purchase qualified JennAir brand products on a single receipt to receive instant credit. No substitutions allowed. Visit a participating retailer for complete details.®/TM © 2022 JennAir. All rights reserved. Printed in the U.S.A. JX220024C.